Breath biomarkers for lung cancer detection and assessment of smoking related effects--confounding variables, influence of normalization and statistical algorithms.
Up to now, none of the breath biomarkers or marker sets proposed for cancer recognition has reached clinical relevance. Possible reasons are the lack of standardized methods of sampling, analysis and data processing and effects of environmental contaminants. Concentration profiles of endogenous and exogenous breath markers were determined in exhaled breath of 31 lung cancer patients, 31 smokers and 31 healthy controls by means of SPME-GC-MS. Different correcting and normalization algorithms and a principal component analysis were applied to the data. Differences of exhalation profiles in cancer and non-cancer patients did not persist if physiology and confounding variables were taken into account. Smoking history, inspired substance concentrations, age and gender were recognized as the most important confounding variables. Normalization onto PCO2 or BSA or correction for inspired concentrations only partially solved the problem. In contrast, previous smoking behaviour could be recognized unequivocally. Exhaled substance concentrations may depend on a variety of parameters other than the disease under investigation. Normalization and correcting parameters have to be chosen with care as compensating effects may be different from one substance to the other. Only well-founded biomarker identification, normalization and data processing will provide clinically relevant information from breath analysis.